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1.0

StH1ARY

1.1 The Problems
The five atnospheric environIrental problems IOOst likely to be caused by
extensive developnent of the Alberta Oil Sands are identified and
listed belCM in order of priority based on the magnitude of the hazard
they represent:
1.

Ambient ground level concentrations of 502 near to source

2.

Pollution sinks and acid precipitation on a regional scale

3.

Water and ice fog

4.

CX)our

5.

Inadvertent weather and climate rrodification.

1.2 The Solutions
The research required, and the neteorological observations necessary, to
solve the above problems on the various scales of atm:>spheric phenarena
are sumnarized in concise fonn in table 1.

Table 1.

Summary of the Main Research Required and the Meteorological Observations Necessary to Solve the Major
Identified Atmospheric Environmental Problems that will be caused by Extensive Development of the
Alberta Oil Sands

SCALE OF PHENOMENA
MICRO-SCALE
Local scale up to
distances of
approxtmately 5 miles

RESEARCH REQUIRED
- diffusion from single
point sources
- evaporation from tallings
ponds

OBSERVATIONS NECESSARY
- five valley floor stations
continuously measuring
temperature (wet and dry
bulb), wind (speed and
direction (amount and
intensity)

APPLICATION
- details of individual
plant design - stack
heights, location of
tailings ponds etc.
- ambient 602 concentrations

- fog formation
- 300-ft meteorological tower - odour problems
and fixed mini-sonde station
- collection of fog samples
MESO-SCALE.
Regional scale up to
distances of 100 miles

SYNOPTIC SCALE
Large scale up to
distances of
2,000 miles

- three dimensional modelling - station (equipped as above)
of structure and flow in
near top of Birch Mountain
valley
- ltmited duration intensive
- drift, persistence and
field studies using mobile
chemical reactions of fog
mini-sonde, aircraft and
remote sensing techniques
- additive and/or synergistic
effects of multiple sources - in-plume measurements of
S02 and oxidation products
downwind of source
- long range transport of
pollutants
chemical reactions in clear
atmosphere and in precipitation formation
- pollution sinks
- forecasting pollution
potential (tlepisode
cltmatoloqy" )

- solar radiation and evaporation at two stations
upper air station near
Fort McMurray
- network of precipitation
sampling stations within
200 miles of Fort McMurray.
Accurate precipitation
amounts and intensity at
some stations

- regional planning-location .
of plants in relation to
each other, location of
townsites, etc.
- inadvertent weather
modification

- disposition of pollutants
acidification of soils and
water in surrounding region
- meteorological control,
frequency and forecasting
of periods of high pollution potential
- inadvertent weather and
climate modification

........

I

2.0

mrR)OOCl'IOO

One oil extraction plant (G<DS) has been in operation for several years,

the go-ahead has just been given for a secx:>nd plant (Syncrude), a third

(Shell) has an application pending, and the current energy crises may well
accelerate the rate at which additional plants go into production during
This poses the problem of .how' to develop the oil sands

the next decade.

on an exonanic basis while ensuring a minimum of undesirable effects
on the total envirorment of the oil sands area and the surrounding region.
This report will CX>Ilcern itself only with the at::Jrospheric environment and
where necessary with the interface between the at::Jrosphere and the earth IS
surface in tenns of absorption or deposition of pollution.

Although

"cont:airJnent at source" is the IlDSt effective way of protecting the
at::Jrospheric environment, current teclmology does not allow achievarent of
this goal either tcx:lay or probably for

sc::I.re

considerable time in the future.

To be realistic we nrost therefore accept the fact that

enter the at::Jrosphere.

~

pollution will

The basic question to be answered is:

"Ii:M much can

reasonably be allowed?"
'Ule emissions fran the present plant under nonnal operating conditions are
approximately 350 long tans of S02 per day.

Under upset conditions the

plant is allowed to emit at the rate of up to 930 long tons of 002 per day
for slx>rt periods.
slightly less.

Values for the proposed Syncrude plant will be only

Thus, while the present plant is emitting at a rate of

less than one-tenth that of the S1.X1bury area, the canbined effect of
several plants in a small confined area of the Athabasca Valley could
produce within ten years total emissions approaching those of the SUdbury
area, or even exceeding them in the case of upset.

It is therefore

essential that the envirormental degradation that has occurred in the
SUdbury area not be

all~

to occur in the Alberta Oil Sands.

To do

2

this I the maximum possible use will have to be made of meteorological
knowle:ige for the location, design and operation of the extraction plants,
in omer that the effects of air pollution in the area are minimize:i.

3

3.0

ANTICIPATED PROBLEMS

'!he following five problans have been identified conceming the abtDspheric
enviromnent of the Oil Sands area.

'!hey are listed in approximate descending

order of priority based on the magnitude of the hazard presented.
3.1 1\mbient grotmd level concentration near to source
Since each of the stacks in the area will be emitting 9)2 at the rate of
a fel/l hurrlred long tons per day (assuming that there will be no near-term
breakthrough in stack 502 raIDval teclmology) , the problem is similar to

that of the larger sulphur extraction gas plants in Alberta.

The "engineer-

ing approach" to stack height design is well established, but account must be

taken of the restrictive topography in the leased oil sands section of the
Athabasca Valley and also the severe cl:imatic conditions in winter.

Both

of these factors cc:mbine to increase substantially the chances of higher
pollution potential than occurs in IIDre southerly latitudes where IIDst
design experience has been gained.
..,

~

Another problem could be created by the additive effects of several large
S)urces of 9)2 lined up as they will be, only a few miles apart, along the
valley and in the direction of the predaninating light winds.
3.2

Transport and deposition of pollutants on the regional scale

Whilst appropriate location and design of the stacks can minimize the local
effects, and ensure that the grotmd level concentrations of the IX>llutants
do not exceed the ambient air quality standards, the eventual disposition

of these pollutants will present problems on the regional scale.
The rrain pollutant will be

in several ways:

S~

gas, and it is rem::wed fran the atIrosphere
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(i)

direct absorption by soil and vegetation,

(ii)

conversion to sulphate particulates followed by dJ::y deposition
on the surface,

(iii) scavenging by precipitation in either the gaseous or particulate
phase.
The distance the 502 will travel before arriving at the earth's surface in

one fonn or another depends critically on the meteorological oonditions,

which also affect the rate of the various chanical transfOlltlations.

There

will be a gradual increase in the acidity of the soil and surface water
systans within a large region surrow:xll.ng the Oil Sarrls.

Whether this will

critically affect the ecosystans, and if so at what point in time, is
difficult to estimate.

Experience fran other studies (e.g., Sudbury,

5caOOinavia) suggests that such effects will take many years to becane
apparent and can occur up to distances of several hundred Jdlaneters fran
the 502 soun:::e.

Very careful surveillance will thus be required to detect

these changes.
3.3 Fog produced by canbustion processes and tailings ponds
'llie t:.oplgraphic (river valley) and climatologic (high frequency of light winis)

characteristics of the area are oonduc:ive to a high frequency of natural fog.
'llie addition of large anounts of water vapour to the a'btDsphere through CXJn-

lustion processes and especially fran the tailings p:::mds will increase the
frequency of water and ice fogs in the region.

The main effects are expected

to be interference with transportation and possible shut-down of excavation
operations (the latter has already oc:x:urred occasionally at the present plant)
due to poor visibility.

However, if the levels of 502 and other pollutants

in the area are high then the fogs will be "dirty."

water fog and 002 ccmbine

to produce droplets canposed of dilute solutions of sulphuric acid.

These could

5

present a severe health hazard (as in the great IDndon StDg of 1952) and
cause damage to property and vegetation in the area.
3.4

O1our produced by H2S and other byprooucts such as mercaptans etc.

The anissions of odour-producing substances will in general ocx:ur near
ground level and not through the main stack, and under nonnal operating
conditions are not expected to present any problems except possibly within
the plant boondaries.

If they do occur they will be nore of a nuisance

and aesthetic problem than any serious envirOIlI'leltal hazard.

3.5

Inadvertent climate or weather IOOdification

There is

raN

increasing evidence that man I s activities (land clearing,

artificial lakes, urban areas and large sources of specific pollutants)
can affect weather and climate on the local and regional scale.

Effects

on a global scale may also exist but are difficult to detect.
The production of man-made fogs can be considered either as pollution

by water or as inadvertent weather m:xlification on a local scale.

However ,

the large-scale developnent of the Oil Sarris area will cause:

(i)

changes in the characteristics of the earth's surface over hundreds
of square miles (by rercoval of the tar, distuming the surface, etc.)

(ii)

the addition of large quantities of noisture, which in addition to
increasing the frequency of fogs, may cause nore cloms and rain or
snow;

(iii) the addition of pollutants (especially sulphur

c~unds

with their

affinity for water) which may affect the natural precipitation
mechanisms within clouds.
Whether any of these effects will be large eoough to be significant, or
even detectable, is not knc:Mn.

6

In order to solve the m:!toorological problems outlinErl in the preceding
section a large research effort will be requirecl over the next decade.
Since the same type of observations and research will be relevant to IlDre
than one problem, it is suggesterl that the problems be tacklErl on the basis

of several scales of atrrospheric phenc:rrena. as follows.

Representative
Distances

Scale

up to feN miles

Micro-scale
Meso-scale
Synoptic scale

Representative
Times

up to feN hours

5 - 100 miles

up to 1 day

100 - 2000 miles

a feN days

4.1 Micro-scale research
This will involve the small-scale IlDtions and turbulence in the atrrosphere
relevant to the diffusion fran single point sources (Le., stack emissions)
and evaporation fran water surfaces (e.g., tailings ponds).

Stud.ies will

be required to test the applicability of prediction fonnulas developed for

use in IlDre southerly latitudes and how they can be m:x1ifiErl, or even new
ones developErl if necessary, to take into account the local climate and
topography •

Stwies will be requirErl on the evaporation fran the tailings ponds to
detennine whether their shape, depth or location can be designErl to
minimize the effects.

Coating the water with evaporation inhibiters or

alternative means of handling the water will neal to be investigatErl.
4.2

Meso-scale research

This will require three-dimensional rrcdel.ling of the air flow through the
whole Oil Sands region.

'I\Yo approaches can be used here:

firstly, by

7

utilizing a scaled tq;ographical m::x'iel of the region in a wind tunnel, and
secondly, by means of canputer-simulated numerical m::x'iels.

With such m::x'iels

the additive and/or synergistic effects of several large point sources in

the valley, the drift of fog, etc. can be assessed, the output being used
to determine the nost desirable plant locations and for general regional
planning (location of transportation corridors, recreation areas, town
sites, etc.).
4.3

Synoptic-scale research

This will require a detailed sbldy of the synoptic scale weather patterns in
the area (notions of highs and lows, frequency of stagnating highs, etc.).
These studies will provide data for the carputation of air parcel trajectories

once they have left the Oil sands area, and the general weather conditions
under which the long-range transport and transfonnation of pollutants will
take place.
4.4

Atnnsffieric chemistry

In order to

a.nstNer

the questions posed in the section on fog production

problems (p.4), research on all aspects of the sulphur budget in the atnns};ilere
will be required.
(i)

These include the following:

the mechanism and rate at which 002 is oxidized and converted into

sulphate particles;
(il)

the rate at which sulphate particles are deposited on the ground or at

which 802 gas is absorbed by the soil, vegetation and water surfaces 1

(iii) the mechanism and rate at which 002 and sulphate particles are
renoved fran the atloosphere by precipitation scavenging or absorbed by
fog.
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(iv)

the relation between each of the above and the ambient meteorological

conditions, es:pecially te:nperature and humidity, and hence the daily
and seasonal variation of the chemical/meteorological interactions.

A rrore detailed knowledge of these above factors will allow rational standaJ:ds
to be set for the canbined total emissions of S02 fran the Oil sands area.
5.0 r·mTfDROIOOICAL DATA REtlUIRED
'!he presently available meteorological and climatological data in the

Alberta Oil Sands and surrounding region are canpletely inadequate for the

listed research needs.

The only continuous long-tenn hourly records are fran

the Fort Mc::Murray Airp:>rt first-order synoptic weather station.

However, this

location is far fran being representative of the conditions in the north-south
section of the Athabasca Valley where the extraction plants will be located.
The nearest upper-air data are available fran Fort Snith (approxima.tely
250 miles north of Fort McMurray) and Stony Plain-Edrronton (a:ppraximately
300 miles sout::hwest).

Vhile these ma.y be sufficient to produce useful

infonnation on the synoptic scale, they are too far away to provide the
required data for micro- and meso-scale studies in the Oil sands area.
Quite clearly then, a substantial effort will have to be devoted to the
acx;IUisition of meteorological and climatological data in the area.

It is

re:::xmneOO.ed that two approaches be used:
(i)

a basic network of penna:nent stations be set up to provide continuous
long-te:an data;

(ii) case-studies with intensive field surveys, conducted using special
equipoont (aircraft, ralOte sensing, etc.), for limited periods
during various seasons of the year over several years.
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5.1 Basic observations
It is not proJ.X>sed to give here the exact locations for such a basic observing
network (such sites depend on many factors such as top:>graphy, accessibility,
power requiranents, personnel, etc.) but the broad specifications of the

tYJ?9 and general location (Fig. 1) of the stations that need to be set up
is irrlicated below.

The final site selections will have to be made after a

very careful survey of the area to consider all the above factors and also
the locations of present and future anticipated sources.

Micro-scaLe
The main requiranent here is to obtain accurate measurements of the vertical

ta.tq?erature gradients, and hence the stability, in the lowest few thousand
feet of the amosphere, along with a detailed description of the horizontal
wind flow through the valley.

These are the most difficult measurements

to obtain in sufficient detail for the research requirements.

The minimJm

suggested net\\Ork is as follows.
(i)

Five surface observing stations, awroximate1y 15 miles apart, to be
set up along the valley bottan which will continuously record the
following parameters:
dry-bulb tanperature
wet-bulb temperature

wind speed

wind direction

precipitation.
starting with the Ft. lik:Murray Airport as the base, stations could be
located approximately:
north of Ft. M::Murray townsite near Poplar Island
near present GCOS plant

near Fort MacKay
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near Bituxoount
north of BitUI'IDunt

(ii)

One 300-foot high meteorological tower to be located in the Tar Sands
area and. equipped to :rreasure and. continous1y record temperature, wind
speed and wind direction, and turbulence at se\Teral levels.

At the

sane location minisondes* should be released qn a regular basis.
(probably three or four times daily) -- supplemented by additional
ascents during high pollution potential -- in order to :rreasure
ta:nperature and. winds to a height of 5,000 feet.

It is reccmnended

that m::mntain-side stations not be used for this purpose since it
is unlikely that their :rreasurements would be representative of
conditions in the free at:nosfhere over the center of the valley.

Meso-Scale
'!he ma.in ingredient here is to obtain data on a broader scale than just
in the river valley.

'!he number of fixed stations required to do this

satisfactorily is very large.

Thus the best approach to mx1e11ing the

meteorology of the region will be through case-studies (see section on
case-study field surveys below), but it is reconmended that one station
(with the same instrumentation as the valley stations) be set up at the top
of Birch r-buntain in order to stuly the climatological differences between
the valley floor and. the surrourrling high country.

* '!he mini-sonde is a lightweight version of the radio-sonde developed
by the At:nospheric Environment Service and. is designed to be carried
aloft by small 18 n balloons. Winds are obtained by means of doubletheodolite or radar tracking. A call for tenders to ma.nufacture this
device cx:mnercia11y has recently gone out fran the Deparbnent of Supply and.
Services, and a ready supply should then be available by mid-1974.
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Synoptic scaLe
Present surface data on the synoptic scale are probably adeuate, although
it "\\'Ould be desirable to take supple:nental observations such as solar
insolation and evaporation at sate of the synoptic stations surrounding
the Oil Sands area (see section on other meteorological measuranents, p. 13).
In order to study the long-range transport of pollutants, and for stu::lies

of forecasting stagnation periods for eventual meteorological control,
there is a neal for a full upper-air station in the Oil Sands area.

The

exact location is not too critical.
5.2 Case-stuiy field surveys
The main goal is to use nobile ground-based equipteIlt and aircraft to
supplanent the fixed ne'b\ork and obtain much nore detailed observations
for sl::Drt periods (up to

t\«)

weeks at a t:iIoo) during different seasons.

In order to obtain a sufficiently large sample of data for mcxlelling of

the meteorology of the Athabasca Valley these stuiies will be required

over a period of several years.

This will require the careful integration

of the latest ra:rote-sensing and i:rmersion-sensing techniques into wellCOOJ:dinated studies.

All of the following observational techniques sl::Duld

be considered:
(i)

ItDbile mini-some mrlt(s);

(ii) ground-based and airoome pOOtography of pollution plume rise and
notion, areal extent and drift of ice-fog, etc.;
(iii) helicopter (or slow-speed aircraft) i:rmersion-sensing of temperature
and pollution distributions in the area;

(iv)

rarote sensing of tanperature structure using acoustic radar (SODAR)
and pollutants using LIDAR and the correlation spectraneter.
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5. 3 A1:II:ospheric chemistry
It is asSUJ:lEd that Alberta Environment will be nDnitoring ground level 502
concentrations at a sufficient number of stations in the Oil Sands area.
In order to carry out the research outlined in the section on a1:Il:ospheric

chemistry (p. 7) the following will be necessary.
(i)

Obtaining of in-plume concentrations of 502 , am oxidation prcx:lucts
as far downwind fran the source as detectible.

These will be nost

useful if done in conjunction with the case stuiies outlined in the
section on case-stuiy field surveys (p. 11).
(ii)

Setting up of an extensive precipitation sanpling network within a
200-nrl.le radius of Fort M::Murra.y.

In :r:errote areas it may be necessary

to use autana.tic sanplers and collect sanples on a nonthly basis.
However, it will be much rrore useful to have precipitation samples

on a daily or "sto:r:m event" basis.

t'ilherever possible sanplers

should therefore be installed at manned locations where operators can
be responsible for collecting the sanples on the required tiIre basis.
The main anphasis will be on analysis for sulphate and other constituents

relevant to the acid rain problEm.

Stations may be required even

farther afield if indicated by prel.imi.nary studies.
(iii) Collection and analysis of chanical canposition of ice fog particles
am water fog droplets is necessary, especially in conjunction with
case stud.ies.
(iv)

In conjunction with other groups, arrangements for measurements that

allOW' esti.na.tes of the uptake of 502 am/or sulphates by soils,
vegetation am open water surfaces.
5.4 Other meteorological measura:nents
In order to support the work on the hydrology of the Oil sands area, the

Hydrology Task Force has indicated

sate

specific data requira:nents for the
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surface mining areas and the drainage basins where stream diversions are
anticipated.

The :inm3diate needs could be net by the following obser-

vations.
(i)

Precipitation -

total annunts and intensity should be treasured at all

of the meteorological stations listed under the section on micro-scale
(p. 10) and meSC>-'-scale (p. 11), and, as required, at selected stations
listed under the section on atnospheric che:nistI:y (p. 12).
(il)

SOlar radiation, evaporation and evapotranspiration sl'x:ruld be treasured
at one valley floor station

am.

at one high-oountI:y station.

Suggested

locations are Fbrt MacKay and Birch MJuntain
6.0

PRIORITIES FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF METEDROIOOICAL OBSERVATIONS

Although .implarentation of the research requiranents is beyorrl the teJ:ms of
reference of the Task Fbrce, it is pointed out that the neteorological
observations· are required before ItDst of the recc:mnerrled research can begin.
'lbis section thus contains general reccmnendations and priorities for
establishing the necessary neteorologica1 stations and precipitation sampling
net\oK)rk.
In view of the large annunt of instnmlentation required (involving several

different agencies), it is strongly reccJImeIlded that a co-ordinating office
be set up specifically for this purpose in Fort r.t::Murray.

The office would

initially have the responsibility (either in-house or by contract, or a
cx:mbination of both) for the following:
(i)

site selection co-ordinating with other existing· or proposed irrlustry,
hydrology, or forestry Il'Dllitoring sites, in order to avoid unnecessary

duplication:
(ii)

installation and maintenance of the neteorological inst.ruIrentation
and samplers:
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...

( I.U. )

int.erccmparison calibration of instrurrentation used by all groups ~

(iv)

quality control of records and data

(v)

chemical analysis of fog ani precipitation samples;

(vi)

publication, on a rapid tuxn-around basis, of raw data and data

reduction~

smmaries in tabulate:l form or on a:mputer canis or tapes in format
required by the research scientists, and other users.
At a later stage this Sam::!! office may take over resp::>nsibility for providing
spec:ial weather ani pollution potential forecasts if real-time meteorological
control becanes part of the pollution control strategy.

Serious consideration

should therefore be given to tele:netering all meteorological data fran the
additional special stations into this office so that experience in understanding and forecasting the local weather conditions in the Oil Sarrls area
can be accumulated prior to the ra:jUiranent for its real-time use.
6.1 Priorities for installation
Installation of the large anount of instrunentation reccmnended in the
section on basic observations (p. 8) will take considerable t:i:rre, and will
involve considerable capital expenditures.
be spread over a pericxl of

t\.«)

Installation may thus have to

or three years.

In o:rder to provide the

maximum aJmunt of new infomation IIDSt rapidly, as well as background
neasuranents before further develop:oont in the area, the following installation
schedule is recatmended:
(i)

a detailed survey of all existing stations (belonging to the
Atzrospheric Envirorurent Service, the Alberta Forest service and the
oil Wustry) to be carried out to detennine whether in their present
status, or with supplanental instrumentation, they are suitable fran
the point of view of location and operating personnel;
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(ii)

installation of the site in the center of the lesed area (probably
near Fort MacKay) with all equipoont inc1tding meteorological tcMer
and mini-sonde.

(iii)

installation of first precipitation samplers on a wide spacing over a
large region to get background. data of sulphur concentrations before
additional sources affect the area:

(iv)

installation of the remaining valley floor stations;

(v)

installation of Birch Mo\D1tain station;

(vi)

installation of remaining precipitation sampling stations (this could
be a continuous on-going process) i

(vii)
6.2

installation of full upper-air station.
Staffing requirements

In order to carry out the installation, on-going maintenance and the data

re.duction program outlined above the following m.in.irruJm staff will be required:
1 meteorologist
2 instrument
technicians
1 chemical
technician

- preferably with a background. in instrurrentation
and air pollution
- with a good k:rlcMledge of neteorological instxu:nents
- with training in sampling ar:d water analysis
procedures •
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